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Self-portrait

persistent, passionate and generous. When I decide to do something, I will do it in depth! Moreover, I like helping others. About my hobbies, I have played the. 
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Self-portrait My name is Marion Guitard and I will turn 19 years old on the 13th of May, 2018. I am short and muscled. I have a large forehead and brown eyes, full of dreams. My hair are wild, curly, and fly in the air at any time. I am currently doing my senior at Jacques Cartier High School, in SaintMalo. I am following a scientific course. If I had to pick three adjectives to describe who I am I would say I am persistent, passionate and generous. When I decide to do something, I will do it in depth! Moreover, I like helping others. About my hobbies, I have played the flute and handball in competition for 14 years. I used to play also rugby, judo and volleyball! Beside playing sports, I really like going to the theater, but also reading, writing and traveling. Last year, I had the chance to do one school year in USA. Thanks to that, I am now very open to the world around me, and I am interested toward many other cultures. Later, I hope I will still traveling and becoming maybe a journalist. And why not international correspondent?
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